
BARDAMU’ 2019 

Category: Still medium red 
Grapes: Red variety 
Number of days skin-contact: 4 
Number of bottles produced: 3.200 

 

Vintage 2019, assembly of the red grapes of my vineyard, vinified for half without contact with the 
skins and for the remaining part with a short maceration of 4 days. After fermentation, separate 
refinements in fiberglass and then, on the first day of winter, December 21st, final assembly. 
Dedicated to Ferdinand Bardamu ', protagonist of the “ Voyage au boits de la nuits“, by my beloved 
Louis Ferdinand Celine. It is the wine that most of all has been together with my anxieties of 
autumn, the tormented period of fermentations: the personal fear of showing the kind part of my 
soul. 

BEIRUT 2019 

Category: Sparkling red 
Grapes: Red variety  
Number of days skin-contact: 7 night 
Number of bottles produced: 1,100 

 

Vintage 2019, the red varieties of my vineyard exposed to the earliest ripening. Early harvest at the 
end of August, maceration on the skins for 7 days, aging in fiberglass, refermentation spontaneous 
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of the wine in bottle. Dedicated to a city that has marked my story: an explosion of energy, a 
concentrate of contrasts, of lights and shadows, of joy and danger, of softness and angularity, so 
intense that it deserved the attempt to be told through, my vineyard , my grapes, my hands. To see 
the effect it has. 

MILTON 2019 

Category: Still rose/light red 
Grapes: Sangiovese 
Number of days skin-contact: 0 
Number of bottles produced: 2.200 

 

Vintage 2019, Sangiovese in purity, quite ripe harvest. Passed directly to the wine press and 
fermented in open vats without peels. At the end of fermentation, aged in INOX for 5 months and 
then directly in the bottle. Soft, tasty, distracted. Dedicated to MILTON, the hero of "Una questione 
privata" by Beppe Fenoglio, a hero of Italian resistance, who while immersing his life into the 
salvation of his homeland, is obsessed with the thought of the woman he loves and who may have 
betrayed him. Which is what we all are: absorbed in important projects and tasks, always with our 
mind and heart immersed on our emotions. My Rosato 

NÎSTA 2019 

Category: Still white 
Grapes: Trebbiano, Grechetto, Malvasia  
Number of days skin-contact: 1 night 
Number of bottles produced: 1.300 

 
Vintaget 2019, assembly of white grapes typical of my area. Harvest in mid-September all together, 
one night of maceration with the skins, then directly to the press. Aging in stainless steel for 6 
months, then directly in the bottle. In search of elegance hidden in the details, nature tells how 
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much flavor and how much intensity there can be when you leave it free to tell. A wine dedicated to 
my land, to its June smells and to a word that in Serbo-Croatian means “nothing” and that every 
woman in the world uses when she wants to mean "everything". 
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